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Abstract 
The pulsatile pattern of growth hormone (GH) secretion was assessed over 24 hours in 10 healthy subjects and in 

6 patients with a GH producing pituitary tumor (acromegaly) before treatment with the somatostatin analogue 
octreotide by samplmg blood ever). 10 min. Time series prediction based on a single feedback neural network has 
recently been demonstrated to separate the Fretor). dynamics of parathyroid hormone (PTH) in healthy controls firom 
patients uith osteoporosis, a severe bone disease. To reveal possible differences of GH secretow djnamics in healthy 
controls and patients uith acromegaly we tested time series prediction based on a single feedfonvard neural network 
and a q s t m  of hultiple neural networks acting in parallel (adaptive nrirrures of local expem). Both approaches 
significantly separated GH dynamics under the various conditions. By performing a self-organized quantification of 
hormone pulsatil* of GH the'adaPtiw nrixtrcres of local expem performedsiplificantly bcner than the single neturork 
approach. It t hh  may represent a potential tool to characterize alterations of the dynamic reflation in hormonal 
systems associated with diseased states. 

Introduction 
Pulsatile hormone secretion has )xen demonstrated in a large numha of dift'aent e n d m e  ?stems with pulse 

frequencies ranging &om approsimately 6 to 140 p u l . ~  in 24 hours (Brahant el al. 1992). This dynarnio mode of 
secretion has important effects on.the regulation of target cells and organs h health and disease (Brabant et al. 1992). 

Time .series prediction bas been used to capture regularities @ the temporal pattern of complex time series 
particularly in the contexz of nonlinear djmamical systems and to separate deterministic from random behavior 
(Sughxa and May 1990. Tsonis and Elsner 1992. Weigend and Gekhenfeld 1993). This technique tries to predict the 
iuture 4ymics of a time series from a number of past values. DitTerences in the temporal dynhics of a qstem are 
then reflected in an altered predictability. Such predictive approaches have been effectively used in several biological 
qstems (~linoukka and Malinowlksi 1991. Chang el 4. 1994. Lefehvre et al. 1993. Schiff et al. 1994, Sugihara 1994. 
Scott and Schiff 1995) and may be applied for shot time yxies containing a teen. limited number of data points 
( S w a  wd May 1990. Tsonis apd ~ lsner  1992;). We recently applied neural netuvorl;F to the prediction of hormone 
concentration time series to clearly separate thk secretor). dynamics of parathyroid hormone (PTH) in a gr~up of 
osteoporotic patients from that 'in healthy controls, demonstrating a significantly higher predicfability of the PTH 
secretory dynamics in healthy subjects than in the osteoporotic goup (Prank ct al. 1995). In 24h pWiles of PTH senun 
c~~lceatrationi we could additionally demonstrate a switching behavior hetween two dynamic phases, a phase of high 
and one of low predictability. Based on these results a single n+ network predictor might not been optimal for the 
prediction of time series with different switching dynamics. 

Subjects 
Ten male young lean subjects and sis patient.. with clirucal and biochemical diagnosis of acromegaly not cured by 

@ous sur 'cgl andfor radiation therapies tooE part in thib study. The studid were approved by the local Committee 
on Medical &cs. and rtl subjects and patients gave thcir*inf'ormed written consent. Blood m l e s  were taken evm 
10 minuteslover 24 hours.starting at 1809 h. Healthy controls Cere studied under normal nutrition. The 24h GH 
.secretory profile in the acromegalic group wa.. studied without any medication. The .study design has been described 
in more detail previously and some of the data of these studies have been included in the present data set @edd d al. 
1992. Riedel et al. 1995). 



Time series prediction 
In the present study we used fdorward  neural networks to predict future values of the time series of GH serum 

concentrations. This form of a predictive model was chosen since it is relatively easy to control over-fitting using 
regularization W o n s  and cross-validation. The next value x(tl) of each GH concentration time series was predicted 
h m  m past values x(tl) =f(x(tl-, ), x(r,.,), ..., x(tl*)) + r, , where x(tl.J is the preceediig value, and E, corresponds to 
noise or fitting error. The functionfrepresents f'etxiforward neural networks with linear or nonlinear (sigqoidal) 
activation functions. The neural networks were trained (fitting the modelfto data by using a conjugate gradient descent 
tedhnique) to predict 10 rnin into the hture within either group, Prior to training the original data sets were normalized 
to a [O,I] interval to acc&t for the nonlinearities in the activation hctions and different mean GH levels between the 
healthy controls and acromegalic patients. The training witlun each group was performed using a "leave one out 
technique"where the time series being tested tbr prediction is left out of the training procedure. TO predict multiple 
time steps ahead the valuexfl predicted one time step ghead was iterated back to predict two steps into the future. This 
procedure can be iteratively repeated to predict any given number of time steps ahead. We used the average relative 
variance (an)  as prediction m o r  estimate to decorrelate it tiom the variance of the respective time series: 
an, = ((xi-x'J1)/ d(x,), where the angle brackets denote the mean over all predicted values and d(i,) denotes the 
variance of the measured time series. The simulations were performed on a Sun SPARCstation 20 using customized 
C-code. A large variety of neural nehvork arc&ctures was explored. We found a 7 input units, 10 hidden units, 1 
output unit network with sigmoidal activation hctions as the best predictor within the control group and a 5 input 
w t s ,  8 hidden units, 1 output unit network with sigmoidal activation hctions for the acromegalic group. 

Mixture of Experts 
Divide-andsonquer strate& are eff=tive methods for solving complex problems by dividing it intp simpler 

problems whose solutions can be combined to yield a solution to the complex problem (Jacobs et al. 199 1, Jordan and 
Jacobs 1994. Nowlan 1990, Pawem et al. 1996). The mixture of ehperts is a modular neural network system 
composed of several diffmt "expert" networks plus a gating network that decides which of the experts should be used 
tbr each input (Fig. 1). During the training procedure the esperts compete to generate the desired output f o ~  each input 
pattern, and adapt to a particular input pattem in proportion to their performance relative to the other expert networks. 
When an expert has less error than the weighted average of the errors of all experts, its responsibility for that case is 
incresed, and when it does wbise, its responsibility is decreased. In this way, individual experts specialize for specific 
subsets of the input pattern. The experts ari therefore local since the weights in one expert are decoupled tiom the 
weights in other esperfs. At the same time, the gating network learns to select the best performing expert for a given 
case by adjusting the mising proponions of the experts. Simulations on a complex vowel classification task have shown 
that adaptive mixmes of local experts are able to effectively decompose a problem to yield higher classification 
performance than a single network (Nowlan 199 1). The mixtures of experts also generalizes better &om S i t e d  
amounts of training data. 

In our sixridations we varied the number of local experts between 2 and 6 and the input window size between 7 and 
16 data values. Each e,xpert consisted of a feedfonvard linear network without hidden units. We trained the best 
predictive mixture of experts system using pooled reference d t a  @om 5 healthy controls. This system consisted of 5 
linear experts with 9 input units each and a gating network with 3 hidden units and sigmoidal activation functions It 
was tested for its predictive ability on the remaining control and acromegalic GH time series. The number of the 
respective ixpert selected to predict a given value of the time series was recorded versus time. F i l y ,  a gequency 
distribution of the expert selection was computed for each subgroup. Adaptive mixtures of local experts were simulated 
with cusiomized C-code on'a Sun SPARCstatibn 20. 

Results 
The one-step ahead prediction m r  (arv) was fokd  to be sigmlicantly @ < 0.002) lower in'he~lthy controls 

(d.14-+0.07) than& acromegalic patients ( 4 . 5  1M.29). This w& reflected in correctly predicting the pulsatile 
features of the 24h GH profile in healthy controls for 100 minutes ahead'(Fig. 2b), in contrast to a significant 
predictability of only 10 mia in acromegaly ,(Fig. 2c). Compared to a single neural network predictor the predictive 
performance of the modular approach was superior for both groups resulting in a significantly smaller one-step ahead 
prediction error (controls: arv = 0.07M.03, p4.01; acromegaly: arv=0.2U.13, p4.01). Analyzing the temporal 
pattern of the selected local expert for each predicted GH value we found that the mutiple network approach had 
performed a self-organized segmentation of the pulsatile secwtoiy pattern (SOPUL) in healthy controls and 
acromegalic patients reflected in a switching between ditinct expert networks. The selection pattem of the local 
experts easily separates acromegalic patients healthy controls. During the training phase. each expert network 
specialized to predict certain parts of a GH pulse. Expert 1 focussed its performance on predicting +e dectease of a 
hormonal pulse whereas expert 5 was best in predicting the increase of a GH pulse and the GH baseline. Although 
experts 2'to 4 contributed significantly to the predictive pertbnnance of this modular approach they were selected in 
only abut  1 % of the cases in hdthy'controls and in about 5 to 8 % of the cases in the patient group. The frequency 
disdri'butions of these most probable experts significantly M e r  in acromegalic patients fioh those in healthy controls. 



Expert 1 was chosen in 2.5 % in normal controls compared to 12.7 % in acromegaly. which separated the controls 
from acromegaly with high confidence (p4.01). 

Discussion 
Using time series prediction with a single feedforward neural network we were able to separate the secreton 

dynamics of GH of healthy subjects ffom acromegalic patients. We previotwly used the same analytical appro& 
successfully to predict PTH serum levels and to separate healthy controls ffom osteoporotic patients where standard 
methods of time series analysis as computing the mean, the variance, or the power spectrum failed (Prank et al. 1995) 
However, such a single neural network predictor has distinct disadvantages when applied to the prediction of time 
series with nonumform local dynamics as described for episodic hormone release in most endocrine systems with 
phases of secretory bursts and quienscence (Brabant et al. 1992). This may elicit strong interference effects in single 
feedforward neural networks and result in slow learning and poor generalization. To circumvent these problems we 
used adaptive mixtures of local experts in the present study. The modular neural network architecture reduces 
interference by a mixme of several distinct expert neural networks which are chosen by a gating network to optimally 
adapt for each training and testing case. By this approach each experimental group was predicted much better than 
using the single neural network. Each expert specializes on distinct parts of a time series. The switching between local 
experts may be used to perform a self-organized segmentation olthe pulsatile pattern of hormone secretion (SOPUL.). 
We show that in acromegalic patients the expert specialized on predicting the decrease of a GH pulse contributed 
si@cantly more to the overall prediction of the GH time series than in healthy controls. Thus, histograms of selected 
expert networks may be used to separate temporal rhythms in health and disease. 

In contrast to standard methods for the analysis of pulsatile patterns of secretion (Prank and Brabant 1994) our 
SOPUL approach does not require any previous knowledge of the phj~siological characteristics of the system. Therefore 
it may reflect better the "true" pattern of endocrine information transfer than the approaches published so far which all 
rely on certain assumptions on the nature of a pulse. The approach discussed here may help to e q m d  standard 
techniques for the analysis of hormonal time series beyond counting pulse frequency and amplitude. Our approach 
using multiple adaptive neural networks may form an analytical basis to test the potential importance of temporal 
coding in the endocrine system. 
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Figurt: 1. Schematic architecture of adaptive of local experts used for time series prediction. Each local 
~SPCI-t is a fdbrward neural neT0k whch all have the same architecture and receive the same input. The gating 
nt:nvork is also fdnward and m1ves  the S F e  input as the expert networks. It has normalized outputs p, = exp(x, 
) 1 exp(x, ), where xj is the total we1ghted ?Put received by output unit j of !he gating network The selector acts 
iikz a multiple input, slngle o@U~ stochmc wtch.  The probability that the switch will select the output from expert 
j ti 4, wluch is the j* out@ ofthe gating network 'hese local experts are trained in parallel to perform time series 

a prediction one time step lbead m g  t m g  the weighted average of the expert outputs (with weights assigned by 
the gating nmo&) is used the output ~ f t h e  mixture of experts. 
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Figure 2. One and ten-step ahead prediction using an adaptive m k m e  of five local experts uiUl nine input units each 
(nonlinear gating network with three hidden units). Solid line: original time series of normalized GH serum 
concentration, dotted line: predicted time series. Health!. control: (a) one step ahead (10 minutes) prediction, (b) ten 
steps ahead ( 1  00 minutes) prediction: acromegal~c patient: (c) one step ahead (1 0 minutes) prediction, (d) ten steps 
ahead (100 minutes) prediction. 
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Figure 3 Self-organized segmentation of the pulsatile pattern of secretion (SOPUL). Normalzed original GH time 
series and selection pattern of local experts used for prediction. (a) healthy control (b) acromegalic patient. 




